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Abstract—There are high demand on swiftlet nest as it 

benefits in health, cosmetic and food industry. Therefore, the 

study about technologies and method to increase their production 

in swiftlet farming using sound technology is needed. In the real 

situation, the classification of swiftlet sound is evaluated by 

human expert using try and error method at swiftlet house. 

However, this required high level of human skill and prone to 

mistake. In this work, we present an automatic swiftlet sound 

identification using vector quantization and minimum distance 

classifier. Firstly, swiftlet sound extracted using mel-frequency 

cepstral coefficient. Secondly, vector quantization with codebook 

size is 8,16,32 and 64 and minimum distance classifier was used 

for the sound classification. Finally, performance of the system 

was measured by in three type swiftlets, baby, adults and colony 

type. It shows that, the highest identification was ?? when using 

what and what linear predictive cepstral coefficient features 

change to mel frequency cepstral coefficient additional delta-

acceleration features. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

In the everyday life, we can listen to the variety of 
creature’s sounds, including dog barks, bird songs, cicada 
sounds, frog calls, cricket calls and others animal. Many 
animals generate sounds either for communication of their 
living activities such as eating, moving, or flying. The analysis 
of animal vocalizations is research area in bioacoustics. The 
bioacoustics sounds can process in digital signal processing for 
speech processing. In speech processing, the system may able 
to ‘hear’ and ‘understand’ the spoken information in digital 
language. Nowadays, speech processing not only used for 
human speech but also applied to animals’ speech. Due to 
complexity, some animals sound can be classified by human 
experts, only few automatic sound recognition systems have 
been developed to classify the sounds.  

Swiftlet sounds identification is a new application in signal 
processing because swiftlet industry becomes one of economy 
income in Malaysia based on potential and high demand on the 
bird nest for health care. For that reason, research and findings 
gathered by various experts involved directly in bird nest 
industry besides generates profit for country. 

Original habitat of swiftlets is at the cave with nature 
environment. To mimic their original environment, 
entrepreneurs make swiftlet house by consider environmental 
factors such as aroma, light, temperature, humidity and sound 
[1]. The swiftlets character is sensitive toward sound. Sound is 
the main factors swiftlet come enter to the swiftlets house [2]. 

Within more this a decade, entrepreneurs explored various 
methods and new technology to increase production of swiftlet 
nest. Previously, sound that produced at swiftlets husbandry 
premise actually is produced from recording audio sound bird 
voice. Therefore, the research and development about 
vocalization of swiftlets attraction needed to develop swiftlets 
industry. This is used for industry to attract swiftlets enter and 
build their nests in man-made house. The income can give 
benefits for good economic and healthy. Nowadays, bird house 
for swiftlets farming usually developed and equipped with 
recorded sound of chirping and mating from cave (natural 
habitat) to attract swiftlets to enter and build nest. These sounds 
just taken using trial and error method [2] without analysis of 
sound involve in signal to attract the swiftlets. This method is 
sometimes successful to attract the swiftlets, but certainly these 
sounds contains noisy and disturb by another sound. 
Conventionally, swiftlets sound assessed by human expert by 
hearing to recognize the quality and effectiveness for attract the 
swiftlets. However, it prone to mistake and required high level 
of human skill. Thus the automatic identification using 
computer technology is needed to solve this problem.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly 
describes the background of swiftlet sound recognition 
described in the literature, Section III gives details of the 
architecture of the swiftlet identification system. The 
experimental results are given and discussed in Section IV. 
Section V provides the conclusions of the work and makes 
recommendations for future enhancements. 

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, the general concepts that are related about 
swiftlet and signal processing were discussed. First, we 
describe the meaning of swiftlet and their characteristic. Then, 
previous work related to the feature extraction and 
classification technique application to animals’ sound were 
discussed.  




